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In this paper, we focus on plural nouns in two Afroasiatic languages: Moroccan Arabic and Djibouti Somali. Within a syntactic approach to word formation, we show that not all plurals are located in the same syntactic position. In Moroccan Arabic, one plural results from the merger of a root with the head n, whereas the other realizes a feature on the number head. In a similar way, Somali displays two suffixal plurals, which realize two distinct syntactic structures. One suffix is associated to numP and behaves as a regular plural suffix; in contrast, the other suffix is analyzed as a bound root that selects for xPs (nP or numP) containing the feminine gender.

This paper revisits some aspects of plural formation in Moroccan Arabic (henceforth MA) and Djibouti Somali (henceforth DJ). It takes as its starting point one noticeable property of certain nouns in MA, which display two plural forms: for instance, singular kas'et⁻ 'tape' leads to plurals kwast⁹ and kas'et³⁶at⁹. Morphologically speaking, both are genuine plurals (i.e. have plural reference). The two groups are what Semitists commonly call broken and sound or internal and external plurals. From a semantic perspective, however, there is a crucial difference: kas'et³⁶at⁹ indicates a definite number, usually occurring with numerals, whereas the corresponding internal plural has a collective reading. The examples in (1) illustrate the situation.

(1) a. mmul l-kwast⁹
   owner det-tape.F-PL
   'tape seller, record store'

   b. 3u3 kas'et³⁶-at⁹
   two tape.F-PL
   'two tapes'
In DJ, as in Standard Somali\(^1\) in general, pluralization involves one of three strategies, suffixation, prosodic shift and reduplication of the last consonant of the root. In addition, the gender of the plural may not correspond to the gender of the singular. The examples in (2) illustrate gender change in suffixed plurals.\(^2\)

\[
\begin{align*}
(2) & \quad \text{a. } naág & \quad \text{naag-ó} \\
& \quad \text{woman.F.SG.ABS} & \quad \text{woman.M.ABS-PL} \\
& \quad \text{‘woman’} & \quad \text{‘women’} \\
& \quad \text{b. } baré & \quad \text{bara-yáal}^3 \\
& \quad \text{teacher.M.SG.ABS} & \quad \text{teacher-F.PL.ABS} \\
& \quad \text{‘teacher’} & \quad \text{‘teachers’}
\end{align*}
\]

No attempt will be made here to do justice to the vast literature on the plural formation in Arabic (cf. Hammond 1988, Idrissi 1997, Kihm 2003, 2006, McCarthy and Prince 1990, Ratcliffe 1997, Wright 2004, among others) or in Somali (cf. Andrzejewski 1964, 1979, Banti 1988, Godon 1998, Lampitelli 2013, Lecarme 2002, Orwin 1995, Puglielli and Siyaad 1984, Saeed 1993). Instead, an interface approach to number will be presented. We will designate the structural location of number in MA and capture the empirical contrast between internal and external plurals by positing that the first are derived from an \(n\) head and the second from a \(\text{Num}\) head. In the same vein, we will argue that DJ plurals occupy two distinct syntactic positions: the suffix \(-\dot{o}\) is an instantiation of a \(\text{Num}\) head, whereas the suffix \(-yáal\) is a root, in the sense of Lowenstamm (2014). The reader is also referred to Faust (2011) on Hebrew plurals.

1. Number in Moroccan Arabic nouns

MA has two numbers: singular and plural. It lacks the dual of Classical Arabic. Singular forms are generally unmarked compared to plurals which are formed by means of infixation (e.g. \(d'aar'/d'joor'\) ‘houses’), vowel alternation (e.g. \(hmaar/hmiir\) ‘donkeys’) or suffixation (e.g. \(muss\llim/muss\llim-in\) ‘teachers’). The reader is referred to Heath (1987) for further details and analysis. In the remainder of this section, we focus on the analysis of nouns that have two plural forms.

That a single noun may display more than one plural form is not specific to Arabic. Many other languages in the Afroasiatic family such as Somali, Hausa and Amharic show similar cases, to the extent that they involve distinct morphological strategies: in Hausa, for instance, singular \(màatáa\) ‘woman’ alternates with plurals \(màcè\) and \(màatàayée\). Likewise, Somali \(dibi\) ‘bull’ has plurals \(dibi\) and \(dibi-yó\), and Amharic \(màmhir\) ‘teacher’ has \(màmhiran\) and \(màmhiranot\). In most cases, they involve so-called double pluralization whereby a plural form derives from another...
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plural (see Newman 2000, 463 on Hausa, Puglielli and Siyaad 1984 and Lecarme 2002 on Somali, and Kramer 2012, 227 on Amharic). In Arabic, however, very few such double plurals are found, including MA mwas-at ‘knives’ and qwas-at ‘arches’, and Classical Arabic riqaal-aat ‘men’ and ahraam-aat ‘pyramids’. The examples in (3) illustrate common coexisting internal and external plurals in MA:

(3) singular internal plural external plural
a. qami3a qwami3 qami3at ‘shirts’
gamila gwaamil gamilat ‘bowls’
b. ks‘ed‘a ks‘ayid‘ ks‘ed‘at‘ ‘smashes’
blas‘a blayid‘ blas‘at‘ ‘places’
c. d‘il‘a d‘ilo‘ d‘il‘at ‘muscles’
std‘im std‘am std‘mat ‘bones’
d. mu3a mm‘a3 mu3at ‘waves’
baliza bb‘alz balizat ‘suitcases’

Four observations are in order. First, the examples involve native words and loans alike. Second, the internal plurals behave irregularly in that they undergo a variety of morphophonological changes such as -wa- inflexion (3a) and -ay- inflexion (3b), vowel insertion in (3c), and gemination in (3d), whereas the external plurals invariably use the suffix -at. Third, as mentioned previously, very few internal plurals in MA co-occur with the suffix -at (see mwasat and qwasat above), unlike in Amharic where internal and external plurals commonly combine into double plurals. Lastly and most importantly, internal plurals are often semantically associated with collective readings.

Since Ritter (1991), plural inflection is commonly derived by means of a syntactic projection, viz. Number Phrase, located between DP and NP. The facts discussed above lead us to consider that not all MA plurals are located in the same syntactic position, and that the internal and external plurals of the type in (3) are generated in independent terminal nodes. In line with recent work on number and plurality, including Lowenstamm (2008), Acquaviva (2008) and Kramer (2012), we assume that the external plurals in MA are associated with the standard Num projection, whereas the internal plurals are associated lower in the structure with the n projection. The structures in (4) illustrate the derivations.

(4) a. 
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b. 

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{NumP} \\
\text{Num} \\
\text{[+pl]} \\
\text{-at} \\
\text{n} \\
\sqrt{d^I\xi}
\end{array}
\]

\[\text{[d'\text{\=i}l\text{\=a}t]} \text{ pl, ‘muscles’}\]

Under the assumption that roots combine with category-defining heads (see Marantz 2001 and Embick and Marantz 2008, among other references), \(d\text{\=i}l\text{\=o}t\) (4a) is formed within the nP projection, the head of which has a plural feature, whereas \(d\text{\=i}l\text{\=a}t\) (4b) inherits its plural feature higher in the structure from the NumP. The distinct syntactic locations of these plurals allow one to capture their morphological and semantic differences. Furthermore, the lower location of the internal plurals, close to the root, accounts for their morphological irregularity, compared to the external plurals which invariably resort to -\(\text{at}\) suffixation. It should be noted, however, that the external plural formation is highly productive and predominant in most noun classes. Thus, for instance, mass nouns all resort to -\(\text{at}\) suffixation, especially when used with numerals: e.g. \(\text{\text{\=h}u\text{t}} \ ‘\text{fish’/3}u\text{\=u}3 \text{\=h}u\text{t}\text{\=a}t \ ‘\text{two fish’, xubz} \ ‘\text{bread’/3}u\text{\=u}3 \text{xubza}t \ ‘\text{two loaves of bread’}. Likewise, a large majority of loans naturally form their plural by means of external suffixation rather than internal changes: e.g. \(\text{t’obis} \ ‘\text{bus’/t’o}b\text{is}a\text{t} \ ‘\text{buses’, taksi} \ ‘\text{cab’/taksiyat} \ ‘\text{cabs’, t’omobila} \ ‘\text{car’/t’omobilat} \ ‘\text{cars’}.

Before turning to plural formation in Somali (§3), we provide in the following section a brief overview of so-called emphasis-spread, a well-known process supporting the analysis advocated here.

2. Emphasis spread

Emphasis is traditionally described as a secondary pharyngeal articulation associated with a subset of consonantal segments, mainly the coronals \(t, d, s, z\) and \(r\) (see Benhallam 1980, Ghazali 1981, Younes 1993, Davis 1995, Kenstowicz and Louriz 2009). In MA, like in many other Arabic languages, these coronals spread their emphatic (pharyngeal) feature to the neighbouring segments over domains larger than the syllable. However, the nature of these domains remains unclear, ranging from the stem to the phonological word or utterance. According to Kenstowicz and Louriz (2009, 45): “in MA the process is restricted to the stem and does not affect inflectional suffixes except that a CV sequence must be realized uniformly as plain.”

From our perspective, the projections of category-forming heads, including the nP, are the maximal domain of emphasis spread in MA. According to this view,
the internal plurals containing an emphatic consonant will be entirely pharyngealized, while the external plurals will be affected only partially. For instance, *sid'am* 'bones' will be entirely emphatic, while in *sid'mat*, the suffix -at along with the onset consonant *m* will remain unaffected.

3. Number in Somali

As mentioned in the introduction, DJ – as Standard Somali in general – displays various ways to pluralize a noun. These include suffixation (three possible items: -ó, -yáal or -oyín), prosodic shift (the accentual pitch moves one vowel rightwards) and reduplication of the last consonant of the root (Andrzejewski 1964, 1979, Banti 1988, Puglielli and Siyaad 1984). Moreover, the gender of the singular can change in the plural. This is known as gender polarity (Lecarme 2002). The main patterns of pluralization in Somali are shown below in (5):

(5) Pluralization patterns in Somali

a. *naág* → *naag-ó* (suffixation & gender change)
   
   woman.F.SG.ABS → woman.M.ABS-PL
   
   'woman' → 'women'

b. *albáab* → *albaabb-ó* (suffixation & gender change)
   
   door.M.SG.ABS → door.F.ABS-PL
   
   'door' → 'doors'

c. *baré* → *bara-yáal* (suffixation & gender change)
   
   teacher.M.SG.ABS → teacher-F.PL.ABS
   
   'teacher' → 'teachers'

d. *sheekó* → *sheeko-oyín* (suffixation & gender change)
   
   tale.F.SG.ABS → tale-M.PL.ABS
   
   'tale' → 'tales'

e. *mádax* → *madáx* (prosodic shift & gender change)
   
   head.M.SG.ABS → head.F.PL.ABS
   
   'head' → 'heads'

f. *ílig* → *ilk-ó* (suffixation; NO gender change)
   
   tooth.M.SG.ABS → tooth.M.ABS-PL
   
   'tooth' → 'teeth'

g. *miís* → *miis<á>s* (reduplication; NO gender change)
   
   table.M.SG.ABS → table<PL>~C
   
   'table' → 'tables'
Gender polarity occurs in the examples (5a) to (5e). In (5a), the singular is feminine and the plural is masculine, whereas in (5b) the singular is masculine and the plural is feminine. Interestingly, the same suffix, -ó, is used to pluralize these nouns. The groups (5c) and (5d) include nouns ending in -é (masculine) and -ó (feminine), respectively. A specific plural suffix applies to each class: -yáal and -oyín. Both suffixes trigger the change of gender in the plural. The example in (5e) illustrates pluralization by shifting of the accentual pitch one vowel rightwards. Finally, the groups illustrated by (5f) and (5g) include nouns whose gender remains unchanged in the plural. In (5f), the plural is formed by suffixing -ó (as in 5a and 5b), whereas in (5g) the plural involves the reduplication of the last consonant of the root and the insertion of -a-.

Despite the complexity of the data, some general trends can be pointed out. We observe that the suffixes -yáal and -oyín are always associated with particular genders: the former with F and the latter with M. In contrast, the suffix -ó does not entail a given gender. It can be associated either with M or with F. On the one hand, in groups (5a) and (5g), -ó is associated with M. The latter group includes only masculine nouns and there is no gender polarity. On the other hand, in group (5b), the suffix -ó is associated with F and there is gender polarity.

Lecarme (2002, 129) argues that “-Có (cf. 5b) and -ó (cf. 5a, 5g) are functional stems, like syntactic light v’s do, have, be, etc., whose insertion is completely determined by features.” Although this view describes the lexical status of gender polarity, we do not agree with the fact that such plurals are low in the structure, viz. directly merged with N (which, in our terms, is the root):

(6) Lecarme’s (2002, 129) representation of plurals ending in -ó
a. 
```
  DP
   \n  D  nP
   \   \n  N  n
      \  \n  inán (M) -Có (F)
```

[inammó] F, pl ‘boys’

b. 
```
  DP
   \n  D  nP
   \   \n  N  n
      \  \n  inán (F) -ó (M)
```

[inamó] M, pl ‘girls’
The crucial argument put forth by Lecarme is that the suffix -ó imposition of its own gender, thus changing the original gender of the base (in Lecarme's terms, the base corresponds to the singular form).

We argue that this configuration does not account straightforwardly for the behavior of the plural suffix -ó. More particularly, it does not explain why this suffix is not associated with a specific gender, since it can be either M or F. In addition, in one case (cf. group 5f) the suffix -ó does not even change the gender of the singular. Therefore, we argue that the suffix -ó is not involved in gender specification, but only in pluralization.

We propose that the suffix -ó is introduced by the projection numP (it is configurationally higher in the structure), whereas the suffixes -yáal and -óyin are specific types of roots, in the sense of Lowenstamm (2008, 2014), as illustrated below in (7).

(7) a. numP
    | num
    | nP
    | ó
    | [+pl] [+F]

    [naagó] M, pl ‘women’

b. √YAA
    | [YAA]
    | nP
    | n
    | [-F]
    | [+pl, +F]

    [barayáal] F, pl ‘teachers’

In (7a), the head n selects for the root and introduces [+F] gender. In turn, the plural suffix -ó is introduced by the head num, which merges with the nP. In addition, gender polarity occurs, resulting in a masculine plural noun. Note that this gender change does not follow from the syntactic structure, since the suffix -ó bears no gender information. Rather, it depends on specific lexical and phonological factors, which will not be discussed here due to space limitations. The reader is referred to Lampitelli (2013) and Godon (1998). Under this view, the suffix -ó is the regular plural marker in Somali nouns.
In contrast, the plural suffix *-yáal* in (7b) behaves as a root in its own right. As such, it imposes its own gender (as roots do if they are heads) and selects only for nouns, that is, nPs. The nP must be [–F] when merged with *-yáal*, and [+M] when merged with *-óyin* (cf. the example 5d).

The following section focuses on the behavior of *-yáal* in DJ.

4. *-yáal* plurals in DJ

According to the syntactic configuration in (7b), we expect the other groups of nouns to be pluralized by means of the suffix *-yáal*. This is possible for one reason, at least: affix roots select for a particular lexical property in the items they attach to. In the case at hand, this property is gender and more specifically the masculine (gender is a typically nominal property).

In Somali, five inflectional groups out of seven are masculine in the singular. Accordingly, we expect that each masculine singular noun be pluralized by means of the suffix *-yáal*. This is actually the case in DJ where, according to informants, *yáal*-plurals are always possible. Two plural forms, *madax-yáal* ‘heads’ and *miis-yáal* ‘tables’, are shown below in (8).

(8) a. \[\begin{array}{c}
\sqrt{\text{YAALP}} \\
\sqrt{\text{YAAL}} \\
[+\text{pl}, +\text{F}] \\
\sqrt{\text{N MADAX}} \\
\text{n} \\
[-\text{F}] \\
\text{[madaxyáal] F, pl 'heads'}
\end{array}\]

b. \[\begin{array}{c}
\sqrt{\text{YAALP}} \\
\sqrt{\text{YAAL}} \\
[+\text{pl}, +\text{F}] \\
\sqrt{\text{N MIIS}} \\
\text{n} \\
[-\text{F}] \\
\text{[miisyáal] F, pl 'tables'}
\end{array}\]

It should be noticed that in Standard Somali, *mádax* (M, sg) undergoes prosodic shift in the plural, leading to *madáx*, whereas *miis* (M, sg) resorts to reduplication and vowel insertion, leading to *miisás*. The gender polarity occurs only in *mádax*,
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5. Conclusions

This article has been devoted to plural nouns in two Afroasiatic languages: Moroccan Arabic and Djibouti Somali. Within a syntactic approach to word-formation, it has been argued that not all plurals are located in the same syntactic position. In MA, regular (external) plurals were shown to be associated with the standard Num projection, whereas irregular (internal) plurals were associated lower in the structure with the n projection. This allows one to capture their morphological and semantic differences. Indeed, the lower location of the internal plurals accounts for their apparent irregularity, compared to the external plurals, which invariably resort to -at suffixation.

In the same vein, it was shown that -ó and -yáal in DJ involve distinct syntactic structures. -ó is associated to numP and behaves as a regular plural suffix: it bears
no inherent gender and applies to the majority of groups. In contrast, -yáal is analyzed as a bound root that selects for xPs (nP or numP) containing the feminine gender. This explains the common use of -yáal in DJ as well as the existence of the plurals of plurals.
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Notes

1. Somali is a Lowland East-Cushitic language spoken by roughly 13 million people in Somalia, Somaliland, Puntland, Djibouti, Ethiopia (Ogaden) and Kenya (Northeastern Province). Northern Somali dialects, spoken north of the Wadi Shabeel, represent the standard variety of the language (cf. Banti 2011). Djibouti Somali is the variety of Standard Somali spoken in the Republic of Djibouti. The data have been collected by one of the authors in Djibouti in June 2012. Fifteen informants have been interviewed. Many thanks to all of them.
2. Somali examples are written according to the official spelling.

3. The suffix -e becomes -a when it appears in an intervocalic position. The same holds for the suffix -ō, cf. naagō ‘women’ vs. naagáyáal ‘groups of women’.

4. It should be mentioned that such double formatives occur in the plural and not in the singular. As far as we know, none of the languages discussed above has double singular forms. This may relate to the standard issue of the input to derivation, well-known in morphological theory: is the plural form derived from the singular or from an abstract root? Due to space limitations, we leave the issue aside. The reader is referred to Prunet (2006) for a detailed review of the literature.

5. The suffix -at happens to be the feminine plural marker, mainly in adjectives and participials: for example, zwin ‘beautiful (M SG)/zwinin (M PL)/zwinat (F PL). However, this does not hold for nouns since -at does not necessarily change the gender of the noun it combines with.

6. The diacritics “´” indicates the accent pitch. Cf. Hyman (1981) for further details. Somali has four syntactic cases: ABS(solute), nominative, genitive and vocative. The nouns given in (5) display the default case, i.e. ABS (cf. Saeed 1993).

7. The plural of nouns in (5b) is characterized by the gemination of the last consonant of the stem.

8. The endings -é and -ő are suffixes, as noted by Puglielli and Siyaad (1984, 59–63) and later by Lecarme (2002). Cf. bár ‘to teach’ → baré ‘teacher’.

9. Lampitelli (2013), building on Godon (1998), proposes that the unique plural suffix of Somali nouns is -o. This suffix has three allomorphs: -o (naagó, albaabbó, ilkó), -a- (miisás) and zero (madáx). The accentual pitch is the marker of the syntactic case.

10. In DJ, an M noun displays at least two different ways to pluralize: (1) the suffixation of -yáal and (2) the Standard Somali pluralization pattern to which it belongs (cf. 5).

11. According to Puglielli and Siyaad (1984, 92–93), the plural of plural suffix is -yow (-yáal is not mentioned). The suffix -yow is always masculine.